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PVC pressure pipes for conveying water, irrigation
and industrial applications.



company

LARETER Spa is a Company founded in 1961 that has been operating for more than 50 years in the 
production of PVC and HDPE pipes, used for industrial applications, for the construction of 
pipelines for water supply, drainage and wastewater and in agriculture for irrigation.

With the acquisition of Plastiform SRL in 2008, LARETER has expanded its know-how into the 
production of PVC and HDPE fittings having an entire production department, producing standard 
fittings or special ones according to drawings of the customers and manufacturing thermoplastic 
items through a process of both injection and thermo-moulding. The seriousness and reliability of 
Lareter are futhermore confirmed by the wide case History of application of its products in 
different projects, coming from leading Companies both in Italy and foreign countries, working in 
the field of water treatment, constructions, cooling processes, biogas and drains.

LARETER is appreciated within the sector, due to its engagement, service and reliability in handling 
the commitments. Thanks to its stocks in the warehouse, delivery terms of maximum 7 to 10 days 
from date of order are guaranteed within Europe.

LARETER currently distributes its products in more than 30 countries all over the world. Thanks to a 
well established commercial network and a well organised logistic department, Lareter is able to 
respond quickly to customer’s requests.

In June 2014  LARETER Group, a leading producer of PVC – HDPE pipes, acquired FIMAP, a company 
that operates in the production of material for wells, drainage, geothermal and consolidations, 
constituting a newco, Fimap Technologies, with the aim of consolidating and implementing  the 
results achieved, proposing Fimap as a reference point on the market.



Partial view of our PVC pressure pipes stock



Extrusion line view

Details of
the thermoforming
process of the joint



our products
pipes

PVC pressure pipes

PVC artesan wells

PVC sewer

PVC construction



Flame-retardant PVC NF ME

PVC-HDPE drainage

PVC telecommunication LST

Pre-insulated



our products
fittings

Pressure fittings

Sewer fittings



Fittings for artesian wells

PVC solvent fittings



PVC and HDPE preinsulated fittings

PVC saddle

 HDPE  fittings



HDPE flanged hydrants

Inlet Line End Line
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PVC/HDPE clapet valve

speciaL products

PVC pressure
and sewage fittings



Reduced tee big diameters

PE / PVC / HDPE 
pressure knife valve

PVC sewage valve



foreign marKet
we are present in:

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Belarus

Bosnia

Burkina Faso

Cyprus

Croatia

Denmark

UAE

Ethiopia

Finland

France

Germany

India

Ireland

Iceland

Israel

Lebanon

Lithuania

Malta

Nigeria

Norway

Netherlands

Poland

Principality of Monaco

United Kingdom

Czech Republic

Romania

Serbia

Slovakia

Slovenia

Sweden

Switzerland

Ukraine

Uganda

Hungary

U.S.A.
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